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Introduction
This publication discusses two sets of rules
that may limit the losses that you can deduct
on your tax return from any trade, business, or
income-producing activity. The first part of the
publication contains the passive activity rules.
The second part discusses the at-risk rules.
However, when you figure your allowable
losses from any activity, you must apply the at-
risk rules before the passive activity rules.

Useful Items
You may want to see:

Publication

□ 527 Residential Rental Property
(Including Rental of Vacation Homes)

□ 541 Tax Information on Partnerships

□ 589 Tax Information on S Corporations

Form (and Instructions)

□ 4952 Investment Interest Expense
Deduction

□ 6198 At-Risk Limitations

□ 8582 Passive Activity Loss Limitations

□ 8582–CR Passive Activity Credit
Limitations

Ordering publications and forms.  To order
free publications and forms, call 1–800–TAX–
FORM (1–800–829–3676). You can also write
to the Internal Revenue Service Forms Distri-
bution Center nearest you. Check your income
tax package for the address.

If you have access to a personal computer
and a modem, you also can get many forms
and publications electronically. See How To
Get Forms and Publications in your income tax
package for details.



Telephone help for hearing-impaired per- 2) Its principal activity during the ‘‘testing pe- do not have to apply to treat more than one ac-
sons.  If you have access to TDD equipment, riod’’ is performing personal services. The tivity as a single activity. The factors that you
you can call 1–800–829–4059 with your tax testing period for any tax year is the previ- should consider are:
questions or to order forms and publications. ous tax year. If the corporation has just 1) The similarities and differences in the
See your tax package for the hours of been formed, the testing period begins on types of trades or businesses,
operation. the first day of its tax year and ends on the

2) The extent of common control,earlier of:
3) The extent of common ownership,a) The last day of its tax year, or
4) The geographical location, andPassive Activity Limits   b) The last day of the calendar year in
5) The interdependencies between orwhich its tax year begins.Generally, you are in a passive activity if you among activities, which may include the

have a trade or business activity in which you 3) The services in (2) are substantially per- extent to which the activities:
do not materially participate during the tax formed by employee-owners. This re-

a) Purchase or sell goods between oryear, or a rental activity. These terms are ex- quirement is met if more than 20% of the
among themselves,plained later. corporation’s compensation cost for its

If you have a loss, you must determine your b) Involve products or services that areactivities of performing personal services
amount at risk in the activity. The at-risk rules generally provided together,during the testing period is for personal
are explained in the second part of this publi- services performed by employee-owners. c) Have the same customers,cation. After you figure your amount at risk, ap-

4) Its employee-owners own more than 10% d) Have the same employees, orply the rules in this part to find the amount of
of the fair market value of its outstandingyour passive activity losses that you can e) Use a single set of books and records
stock on the last day of the testing period.deduct. to account for the activities.

In general, you are allowed to deduct pas-
Personal services.  Personal services aresive activity losses only from passive activity Example 1.  John Jackson has a signifi-those in the fields of health, law, engineering,income. Any excess loss is carried forward to cant ownership interest in a bakery and aarchitecture, accounting, actuarial science,the following year or years until used, or until movie theater at a shopping mall in Baltimoreperforming arts, and consulting.you dispose of your entire interest in the activ- and in a bakery and movie theater in Philadel-Employee-owners.  A person is an em-ity in a fully taxable transaction. See Disposi- phia. Depending on all the relevant facts andployee-owner of a personal service corpora-tions, later. circumstances, there may be more than onetion if both of the following apply.

reasonable method for grouping John’s activi-
Passive activity credits.  You can take pas- 1) He or she is an employee or performs ties. For example, John may be able to group
sive activity credits only from tax on net pas- personal services for or on behalf of the the movie theaters and the bakeries into:
sive income. Passive activity credits include corporation as an independent contrac- 1) One activity,the general business credit and other special tor, on any day of the testing period, and
business credits, such as the credit for fuel 2) A movie theater activity and a bakery

2) He or she owns any stock in the corpora-produced from a nonconventional source. activity,
tion at any time during the testing period.Credits in excess of the tax on income from 3) A Baltimore activity and a Philadelphia ac-

passive activities are carried forward. tivity, or
Unallowed passive activity credits, unlike Closely held corporation.  For the passive

4) Four separate activities.unallowed passive activity losses, are not de- activity rules, a corporation is closely held if all
ductible when you dispose of your entire inter- of the following apply.

Example 2.  Betty is a partner in ABC part-est in an activity. However, you can elect to in-
1) It is not an S corporation. nership, which sells nonfood items to grocerycrease the basis of your interest in the activity

stores. Betty is also a partner in DEF (a truck-by the amount of the original basis reduction 2) It is not a personal service corporation,
ing business). ABC and DEF are under com-for the credit to the extent that the credit was defined earlier.
mon control. The predominate part of DEF’snot allowed because of the passive activity

3) At any time during the last half of the tax business is transporting goods for ABC. DEFlimits. You cannot elect to adjust the basis for
year, more than 50% of the value of its is the only trucking business in which Betty isa partial disposition of your interest in a pas-
outstanding stock is directly or indirectly involved. Following the rules of this section,sive activity. See Form 8582–CR, Passive Ac-
owned by five or fewer individuals. ‘‘Indi- Betty treats ABC’s wholesale activity andtivity Credit Limitations, for more information.
vidual’’ includes certain trusts and private DEF’s trucking activity as a single activity.
foundations.

Who Must Use These Rules  
Consistency and disclosure requirement. 

The passive activity rules apply to: Generally, when you group activities into ap-
1) Individuals, propriate economic units, you may not regroupGrouping Your Activities  

those activities in a later tax year. You must2) Estates, You may treat one or more trade or business
meet any disclosure requirements that the IRSactivities or rental activities as a single activity3) Trusts (other than grantor trusts), may have when you first group your activitiesif those activities form an appropriate eco-
and when you add or dispose of any activities4) Personal service corporations, and nomic unit for measuring gain or loss under
in your groupings.the passive activity rules.5) Closely held corporations. However, if the original grouping is clearly
inappropriate or there is a material change in

Even though the limits do not apply to Appropriate Economic Units  the facts and circumstances that makes the
grantor trusts, partnerships, and S corpora- original grouping clearly inappropriate, youGenerally, to determine if more than one activ-
tions directly, they do apply to the owners of must regroup the activities and comply withity forms an appropriate economic unit, you
such entities. any disclosure requirements that the IRS maymust consider all the relevant facts and cir-

have.cumstances. You may use any reasonable
Personal service corporation.   For the pas- method of applying the relevant facts and cir-
sive activity rules, a corporation is a personal cumstances in grouping activities. The follow- Regrouping by IRS.  If any of the activities re-
service corporation if it meets all of the follow- ing factors have the greatest weight in deter- sulting from your grouping is not an appropri-
ing requirements. mining whether activities are treated as an ate economic unit and one of the primary pur-
1) It is not an S corporation. appropriate economic unit. All of the factors poses of your grouping (or failure to regroup) is
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to avoid the passive activity rules, the IRS may If you own an interest as a limited partner Passive Activities  
or a limited entrepreneur in an activity de-regroup your activities.

There are two kinds of passive activities—scribed in the list above, you may group that
trade or business activities in which you do notactivity with another activity in the same typeRental activities. In general, a rental activity
materially participate (defined later) during theof business if the grouping forms an appropri-may not be grouped with a trade or business
tax year, and rental activities (discussed later).ate economic unit as discussed earlier.activity. However, you may group them to-

Limited entrepreneur.  A limited entre-gether if the activities form an appropriate eco-
Trade or Business Activities  preneur is a person who:nomic unit and:
A trade or business activity is an activity that:1) Has an interest in an enterprise other1) The rental activity is insubstantial in rela-

than as a limited partner, and 1) Involves the conduct of a trade or busi-tion to the trade or business activity,
ness (that is, deductions would be allowa-2) Does not actively participate in the man-2) The trade or business activity is insub-
ble under section 162 if other limitations,agement of the enterprise.stantial in relation to the rental activity, or
such as the passive activity rules did not

3) Each owner of the trade or business ac- apply),Activities conducted through another en-tivity has the same ownership interest in
tity.  A personal service corporation, closely 2) Is conducted in anticipation of starting athe rental activity, in which case the part
held corporation, partnership, or S corporation trade or business, orof the rental activity that involves the
must group its activities using the same rules 3) Involves research or experimental ex-rental of property for use in the trade or discussed in this section. Once the entity penditures that are deductible under sec-business activity may be grouped with the groups its activities, you as the partner or

tion 174 (or would be deductible if youtrade or business activity. shareholder of the entity may group those ac-
choose to deduct rather than capitalize

tivities (following the rules of this section):
them).Example.  Herbert and Wilma are married

With each other,and file a joint return. Healthy Food, an S cor-
A trade or business activity does not include:With activities conducted directly by you asporation, is a grocery store business, and Her-

the shareholder or partner, andbert is Healthy Food’s only shareholder. Plum A rental activity, or
Tower, an S corporation, owns and rents out a With activities conducted through other The rental of property that is incidental tobuilding, and Wilma is Plum Tower’s only entities. an activity of holding property forshareholder. Plum Tower rents part of its

investment.building to Healthy Food. Plum Tower’s rental You, as a shareholder or partner, may not
business and Healthy Food’s grocery busi- treat activities grouped together by a personal You generally report trade or business activi-ness are not insubstantial in relation to each service corporation, closely held corporation, ties on Schedule C, on Schedule C–EZ, onother. partnership, or S corporation as separate Schedule F, or in Part II or III of Schedule E.Because Herbert and Wilma file a joint re- activities.
turn, they are treated as one taxpayer for pur- Activities conducted through certain Rental Activities  poses of the passive activity rules. So Healthy corporations.  The grouping of a personal
Food and Plum Tower are owned by the same A rental activity is a passive activity even if youservice or closely held corporation’s activities
owner (Herbert and Wilma) with the same materially participated (defined later) in thatwith your other activities only affects the deter-
ownership interest (100% in each). If the activity unless you meet the qualifications dis-mination of material or significant participa-
grouping forms an appropriate economic unit, cussed later. See Special Rules If You Are in ation, discussed later under Material Participa-
as discussed earlier, Plum Tower’s grocery Real Property Trade or Business, later undertion and Recharacterization of Passive
store rental and Healthy Food’s grocery busi- Activities That Are Not Passive Activities. AnIncome.
ness may be grouped together into a single activity is a rental activity if tangible property
trade or business activity. (real or personal) is used by customers or heldPublicly Traded Partnerships (PTPs).  You

Grouping of real and personal property for use by customers, and the gross incomemay not combine operations held through a
rentals.  In general, an activity involving the (or expected gross income) from the activityPTP with any other operations you own, in-
rental of real property and an activity involving represents amounts paid (or to be paid) mainlycluding operations you hold through another
the rental of personal property cannot be for the use of the property. It does not matterPTP. See Publicly Traded Partnerships (PTPs)
treated as a single activity. However, personal whether the use is under a lease, a servicein the instructions for Form 8582, Passive Ac-
property provided in connection with the real contract, or some other arrangement.tivity Loss Limitations.
property may be treated as a single activity.
Also, real property provided in connection with Exceptions.  Your activity is not a rental ac-Other activities.  The IRS may issue guidance
the personal property may be treated as a sin- tivity if any of the following apply.that identifies other activities that may not be
gle activity. grouped with any other activity except as al- 1) The average period of customer use is 7

lowed by the IRS in the guidance. The IRS days or less. The average period of cus-Certain activities may not be grouped.  In publishes this guidance in the Internal Reve- tomer use is figured by dividing the totalgeneral, if you own an interest as a limited nue Bulletin. number of days for all rental periods bypartner or a limited entrepreneur in one of the
the number of rentals. If the activity in-following activities, you may not group that ac- Partial dispositions.  If you dispose of sub- volves renting more than one class oftivity with any other activity in another type of stantially all of an activity during your tax year, property, multiply the average period ofbusiness: you may treat the part disposed of as a sepa- customer use for each class by a fraction.

1) Holding, producing, or distributing motion rate activity. But, you can only do this if you The numerator of the fraction is the gross
picture films or video tapes, can show with reasonable certainty: rental income from that class of property,

and the denominator is the activity’s total1) The amount of prior year deductions and2) Farming,
gross rental income. The activity’s aver-credits disallowed under the passive ac-3) Leasing any section 1245 property (as de-
age period of customer use will equal thetivity rules that is allocable to the part offined in section 1245(a)(3)),
sum of the amounts for each class.the activity disposed of, and

4) Exploring for, or exploiting, oil and gas re-
2) The average period of customer use, as2) The amount of gross income and anysources, or

figured in (1), is 30 days or less and signifi-other deductions and credits for the cur-
5) Exploring for, or exploiting, geothermal cant personal services are provided withrent tax year that is allocable to the part of

deposits. the activity disposed of. the rentals. Significant personal services
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are only services performed by individu- spouse at any time during the year and are fil- modified adjusted gross income is $150,000
als. The services cannot be excluded ser- ing a separate return, you cannot use this spe- ($75,000) or more, you generally cannot use
vices. Excluded services are: cial offset to reduce your nonpassive income the special offset.

or tax on nonpassive income. Modified adjusted gross income for thisa) Services needed to permit the lawful
purpose is your adjusted gross income figuredThe offset amount is reduced if your modi-use of the property,
without the following:fied adjusted gross income exceeds certain

b) Services to repair or improve property amounts. See Phaseout rule,  later. 1) Taxable social security and tier 1 railroadthat would extend its useful life, and Example.  Kate, a single taxpayer, has retirement benefits,
c) Services that are similar to those com- $70,000 in wages, $15,000 income from a lim- 2) Deductible contributions to individual re-

monly provided with long-term rentals ited partnership, a $26,000 loss from rental tirement accounts (IRAs) and retirement
of real estate; for example, cleaning real estate activities in which she actively par- plans described in section 501(c)(18),
and maintenance of common areas or ticipated, and less than $100,000 of modified

3) The exclusion from income of interestroutine repairs. adjusted gross income. She can reduce her
from United States savings bonds used to$26,000 loss by her $15,000 passive income.3) Extraordinary personal services are pro- pay higher education tuition and fees,Because she actively participated in her rentalvided in connection with customer use.

real estate activities, the remaining $11,000 4) Any passive activity loss, or any real prop-Services are extraordinary personal ser-
rental real estate loss can be used to offset erty rental loss in which you met the quali-vices if they are performed by individuals,
$11,000 of her nonpassive income (wages). fications discussed later under Specialand the use by customers of the property

Active participation.  Active participation Rules If You Are in a Real Property Tradeis incidental to their receipt of such
is not the same as material participation, de- or Business,services.
fined later. Active participation is less stringent 5) Any overall loss from a publicly traded4) The rental is incidental to a nonrental ac- than material participation. For example, you partnership, ortivity. The rental of property is incidental to may be treated as actively participating if you

an activity of holding property for invest- 6) The deduction for half the self-employ-make management decisions in a significant
ment if the main purpose of holding the ment tax.and bona fide sense. Management decisions
property is to realize a gain from its appre- that are relevant for ‘‘active participation’’ in-
ciation and the gross rental income from clude approving new tenants, deciding on Example.  During 1995 John was unmar-
the property is less than 2% of the smaller rental terms, approving expenditures, and sim- ried and did not meet the qualifications dis-
of the property’s unadjusted basis or fair ilar decisions. cussed later under Special Rules If You Are in
market value. The unadjusted basis of Only individuals can actively participate in a Real Property Trade or Business. For 1995
property is its cost not reduced by depre- rental real estate activities. However, a dece- he had $120,000 in salary, and a $31,000 loss
ciation or any other basis adjustment. The dent’s estate is treated as actively participat- from his rental real estate activities in which he
rental of property is incidental to a trade or ing for its tax years ending less than 2 years af- actively participated. His modified adjusted
business activity if all of the following ter the decedent’s death, if the decedent gross income is $120,000. When he files his
apply: would have satisfied the active participation 1995 return, he may deduct only $15,000 of

requirements for the activity for the tax year his passive activity loss. He must carry overa) You own an interest in the trade or busi-
the decedent died. the remaining $16 000 passive activity loss toness activity during the year,

Unless future regulations provide an ex- 1996. His deduction and carryover are figuredb) The rental property was used mainly in
ception, limited partners cannot actively par- as follows:that trade or business activity during
ticipate in rental real estate activities.

the current year, or during at least 2 of Adjusted gross income, modified asYou do not actively participate in a rentalthe 5 preceding tax years, and required $120,000real estate activity unless your interest in the
Minus amount not subject to phaseout 100,000c) Your gross rental income from the activity (including your spouse’s interest) was

property is less than 2% of the smaller at least 10% by value of all interests in the ac-
of its unadjusted basis or fair market tivity throughout the year. Amount subject to phaseout rule . . . . . . . . $ 20,000
value. Multiply by 50% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ×  50%Active participation is not required to take

low-income housing and rehabilitation invest-5) You customarily make the rental property
ment credits from rental real estate activities. Required reduction to APRRE* offsetavailable during defined business hours

amount $ 10,000for nonexclusive use by various Example.  Mike, a bachelor, had the fol-
customers. lowing income and loss during the tax year:

6) You provide the property for use in a Maximum offset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 25,000Salary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $42,300
nonrental activity of your partnership, S Dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300
corporation, or a joint venture. Less required reduction (see above) . . . . 10,000Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,400

Rental loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4,000)
If you meet any of the exceptions listed Adjusted offset amount for APRRE*

above, see the instructions for Form 8482 for The rental loss came from a house Mike activities $ 15,000
information about how to report any income or owned. He advertised and rented the house to
loss from the activity. the current tenant himself. He also collected

Passive loss from rental real estate . . . . . $ 31,000the rents, and either did the repairs or hired
someone to do them.Rental real estate activities.  Individuals can

Deduction allowable/ Adjusted offsetEven though the rental loss is a loss from adeduct losses from rental real estate activities
amount passive activity, Mike can use the entirein which they actively participated from up to
(see above) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000$4,000 loss to offset his other income be-$25,000 of nonpassive income. Similarly, they

Amount that must be carried forward . . . $ 16,000cause he actively participated.can offset credits from such activities against
Phaseout rule.  This special $25,000tax on up to $25,000 of nonpassive income af-

*Active Participation Rental Real Estate($12,500 for married individuals filing separateter taking into account any losses allowed
returns and living apart at all times during theunder this exception.
year) offset for rental real estate in which youIf you are married, filing a separate return, Note.  A higher phaseout range applies to
actively participate is reduced by 50% of theand lived apart from your spouse for the entire low-income housing credits for property
amount that your modified adjusted gross in-tax year, your offset amount cannot exceed placed in service before 1990 and rehabilita-
come exceeds $100,000 ($50,000). If your$12,500. However, if you lived with your tion investment credits from rental real estate
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activities. For those credits, the phaseout of 3) The rental of a dwelling unit you used as a 1987 (other than a tax year of a partner-
ship, S corporation, estate, or trust endingresidence if section 280A(c)(5) applies.the $25,000 offset starts when your modified
after 1986), you materially participatedThis section applies if you rented out aadjusted gross income exceeds $200,000
only if you participated for more than 500dwelling that you also used as your home($100,000 if you are a married individual filing
hours during the tax year. An activity is aduring the year for a period more than thea separate return and living apart at all times
personal service activity if it involves thegreater of 14 days or 10% of the numberduring the year).
performance of personal services in theof days during the year that the home wasThere is no phaseout of the $25,000 offset
fields of health, law, engineering, archi-rented at a fair rental.for low-income housing property placed in ser-
tecture, accounting, actuarial science,vice after 1989. If you held an indirect interest 4) An activity of trading personal property for
performing arts, consulting, or any otherin the property through a partnership, S corpo- the account of those who own interests in
trade or business in which capital is not aration, or other passthrough entity, this special the activity. See Temporary Regulations material income-producing factor.exception will not apply unless you also ac- section 1.469–1T(e)(6).

quired your interest in the passthrough entity 7) Based on all the facts and circumstances,
5) Real property rental activities in whichafter 1989. you participated in the activity on a regu-

you materially participated and met cer-The $25,000 offset is applied first to pas- lar, continuous, and substantial basis.
tain other qualifications. See Specialsive activity losses, then to credits from rental
Rules If You Are in a Real Property Tradereal estate activities with active participation, You did not materially participate in the ac-
or Business, later.then to credits for rehabilitation investment tivity under Test (7) if you participated in the

credits from rental real estate activities and activity for 100 hours or less during the year.
Income and losses from these activitieslow-income housing credits for property Your participation in managing the activity

should not be entered on Form 8582, but onplaced in service before 1990, and then any does not count in determining whether you
the forms or schedules you would normallyremaining offset is applied to low-income materially participated under this test if:
use.housing credits for property placed in service 1) Any person other than you received com-

after 1989. pensation for managing the activity, orMaterial Participation  
2) Any individual spent more hours duringA trade or business activity is not a passive ac-Treatment of former passive activities.  A the tax year managing the activity thantivity if you materially participate in the activity.former passive activity is an activity that is not you did (regardless of whether the individ-You materially participate in a trade or busi-a passive activity in the current tax year, but ual was compensated for the manage-ness activity for a tax year if you satisfy one ofwas a passive activity in any earlier tax year. If ment services).the following tests.you have net income from a former passive

activity in the current year and a prior year 1) You participated in the activity for more Participation.  In general, any work you do in
unallowed loss from that activity, you can off- than 500 hours. connection with an activity in which you own
set your net income from that activity by the an interest when you perform the work is2) Your participation is substantially all of the
prior year unallowed loss. Treat any remaining treated as participation in the activity.participation in the activity of all individu-
prior year unallowed loss like you treat any Work not usually performed by owners.als for the tax year, including the partici-
other passive loss. Work you do in connection with an activity ispation of individuals who did not own any

You can offset the allocable part of your not treated as participation in the activity if:interest in the activity.
current year tax liability with any prior year

1) The work is not the type of work that is3) You participated in the activity for moreunallowed passive activity credits from that
customarily done by the owner of that ac-than 100 hours during the tax year, andactivity. The allocable part of your current year
tivity, andyou participated at least as much as anytax liability refers to that part of this year’s tax

other individual (including individuals who 2) One of your main reasons for doing theliability that is allocable to the current year net
did not own any interest in the activity) for work is to avoid the disallowance of anyincome from the former passive activity. This
the year. loss or credit from the activity under theis figured after you reduce your net income

passive activity rules.from a former passive activity by any prior year 4) The activity is a significant participation
unallowed loss from that activity (but not be- activity, and you participated in all signifi-

Participation as an investor.  Work youlow zero). cant participation activities for more than
do in your capacity as an investor in an activity500 hours. A significant participation ac-
is not treated as participation unless you aretivity is any trade or business activity inActivities That Are Not directly involved in the day-to-day manage-which you participated for more than 100Passive Activities ment or operations of the activity. Work nor-hours during the year and in which you did
mally done as an investor includes:The following are not passive activities. not materially participate under any of the

material participation tests, other than this 1) Studying and reviewing financial state-1) Trade or business activities in which you
test. See Significant Participation Passive ments or reports on operations of thematerially participated for the tax year.
Activities, later. activity,

2) A working interest in an oil or gas well.
5) You materially participated in the activity 2) Preparing or compiling summaries orYour working interest must be held di-

for any 5 (whether or not consecutive) of analyses of the finances or operations ofrectly or through an entity that does not
the 10 preceding tax years. When deter- the activity for your own use, andlimit your liability (such as a general part-
mining whether you materially partici-ner interest in a partnership). If this is the 3) Monitoring the finances or operations of
pated in tax years beginning before 1987case, it does not matter whether you ma- the activity in a nonmanagerial capacity.
(other than a tax year of a partnership, Sterially participated in the activity for the
corporation, estate, or trust ending aftertax year. However, if your liability was lim- Spouse’s participation.  If you are married for
1986), you materially participated only ifited for part of the year (for example, you the tax year, your participation in an activity in-
you participated for more than 500 hoursconverted your general partner interest to cludes your spouse’s participation. This ap-
during the tax year.a limited partner interest during the year), plies even if your spouse did not own any inter-

6) The activity is a personal service activitysome of your income and losses from the est in the activity and you and your spouse do
in which you materially participated forworking interest may be treated as pas- not file a joint return for the year.
any 3 (whether or not consecutive) pre-sive activity gross income and passive ac-
ceding tax years. To determine materialtivity deductions. See Temporary Regula- Proof of participation.  You can use any rea-
participation in tax years beginning beforetions section 1.469–1T(e)(4)(ii). sonable method to prove your participation in
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an activity for the year. You do not have to Qualifications.  You must use the rules for generally includes gain from disposition of an
this section and treat a rental real estate activ- interest in a passive activity.maintain contemporaneous daily time reports,
ity like any nonrental activity if the personallogs, or similar documents if you can establish Passive activity income does not include
services you performed in real propertyyour participation some other way. For exam- the following:
trades or businesses  in which you materiallyple, you can show the services you performed

1) Income from an activity that is not a pas-participated are:and the approximate number of hours spent
sive activity. These activities are dis-

by using an appointment book, calendar, or 1) More than half of the personal services cussed earlier under Activities That Are
narrative summary. you performed in all trades or businesses Not Passive Activities.

during the year, and
2) Gain from the disposition of substantiallyLimited partners.  If you owned an activity as 2) More than 750 hours.

appreciated property (FMV exceedsa limited partner, you generally did not materi-
120% of adjusted basis) that had beenally participate in the activity. However, you did If you file a joint return, you qualify only if
used in a nonpassive activity. However,materially participate in the activity if you mate- you or your spouse separately satisfies the
the gain is passive income if the propertyrially participated for the tax year under Test preceding requirements. However, you can
was used in a passive activity for either(1), (5), or (6). count your spouse’s participation in an activity
(1) 20% of the time you held the propertyYou are not treated as a limited partner, in determining if you materially participate. Ma-
or (2) the entire 24–month period endinghowever, if you were a general partner in the terial participation was discussed earlier. If an
on the disposition date. The dispositionpartnership at all times during the partner- activity qualifies for this exception in 1995 but
date is the date you agree to transfer yourship’s tax year ending with or within your tax has a prior year unallowed loss, treat the prior
interest for a fixed or determinableyear (or, if shorter, during that part of the part- year unallowed loss as a loss from a former
amount.nership’s tax year in which you directly or indi- passive activity. See Treatment of former pas-

rectly owned your limited partner interest). sive activities, earlier. 3) Portfolio income. This includes interest,
Real property trades or businesses.  A dividends, annuities, and royalties not de-

Retired or disabled farmer and surviving real property trade or business is a trade or rived in the ordinary course of a trade or
spouse of farmer.   If you are a retired or dis- business that: business. Also, gain or loss from the dis-
abled farmer, you are treated as materially position of property that produces these● Develops,
participating in a farming activity if you materi- types of income or that is held for invest-

● Redevelops,ally participated 5 of the 8 years before your ment is not passive income. The interest
● Constructs,retirement or disability. Similarly, if you are a from loans between partnerships and

surviving spouse of a farmer, you are treated their partners or S corporations and their● Reconstructs,
as materially participating in a farming activity shareholders is considered ‘‘self-

● Acquires,
if the real property used in the activity meets charged.’’ Some self-charged interest in-

● Converts,the estate tax rules for special valuation of come may be recharacterized as passive
farm property passed from a qualifying dece- income.● Rents,
dent, and you actively manage the farm.

● Operates, 4) Personal service income. This includes
salaries, wages, commissions, self-em-● Manages,Corporations.  A closely held corporation or a
ployment income from trade or business

● Leases, orpersonal service corporation is treated as ma- activities in which you materially partici-
terially participating in an activity only if one or ● Brokers pated, deferred compensation, taxable
more shareholders holding more than 50% by social security and other retirement bene-
value of the outstanding stock of the corpora-  real property. fits, and payments from partnerships to
tion materially participate in the activity. Services as an employee.  If you own: partners for personal services.

A closely held corporation can also satisfy Or are considered to own more than 5% of
5) Income from positive section 481 adjust-the material participation standard by meeting your employer’s outstanding stock or

ments allocated to activities other thanthe first two qualifying business require- more than 5% of your employer’s vot-
passive activities. Section 481 adjust-ments for exclusion from the at-risk limits, dis- ing stock, or
ments are adjustments that must becussed later under Special exception for quali-

More than 5% of the capital or profits inter- made due to changes in your accountingfied corporations.
est of your employer, method.Losses from passive activities of

closely held corporations.  A closely held 6) Income or gain from investments of work-real property trade or business services thatcorporation can also offset net active income ing capital.you performed as an employee can be treated
with its passive activity loss. It can offset the

as personal services that you performed for 7) Income from an oil or gas property if youtax attributable to net active income with its
purposes of the qualifications discussed treated any loss from a working interest inpassive activity credits. However, a closely above. Otherwise, personal services per- the property for any tax year beginning af-held corporation cannot offset portfolio in- formed as an employee cannot be treated as ter 1986 as a nonpassive loss, as dis-come (defined later under Passive Activity In- performed in real property trades or busi- cussed earlier in item (2) under Activitiescome) with its passive activity loss. nesses for purposes of the qualifications. That Are Not Passive Activities. This alsoNet active income is the corporation’s tax- Closely held corporations.  A closely applies to income from other oil and gasable income figured without any income or held corporation (other than an S corporation) property the basis of which is determinedloss from a passive activity or any portfolio in- can qualify if more than 50% of the gross re- wholly or partly by the basis of the prop-come or loss. ceipts for its tax year come from real property erty in the preceding sentence.
trades or businesses in which it materially

8) Any income from intangible property ifSpecial Rules If You Are in a participates.
your personal efforts significantly contrib-Real Property Trade or Business  
uted to the creation of the property.

Generally, rental activities are passive activi- Passive Activity Income  
ties even if you materially participate. How- 9) Gain from disposition of an interest in anIn figuring your net income or loss from a pas-
ever, if you meet the qualifications listed be- activity or an interest in property used insive activity, take into account only passive ac-
low, rental real estate activities in which you an activity that qualifies for the exceptionstivity income and passive activity deductions

described in Temporary Regulations sec-materially participate are not subject to the (discussed later). Passive activity income in-
tion 1.469–T(c)(2).passive activity limits. cludes all income from passive activities and
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10) Any other income that must be treated as adjustments required due to changes in 8582, if you qualify for active participation in
nonpassive income. See Recharacteriza- accounting methods. the activity or Worksheet 2 if you do not qualify
tion of Passive Income, later. for active participation.12) Casualty and theft losses unless losses

Example.  Calvin acquires vacant land for11) Income from any interest in a publicly similar in cause and severity recur regu-
$300,000, constructs improvements at a costtraded partnership. See Publicly Traded larly in the activity.
of $100,000, and leases land and improve-Partnerships (PTPs) in the instructions for 13) The deduction for one-half of self-em-
ments to a tenant. He then sells the land andForm 8582. ployment tax.
improvements for $600,000, realizing a gain of12) State, local, and foreign income tax
$200,000 on the disposition.refunds.

The unadjusted basis of the improvements
13) Income from a covenant not to compete. Recharacterization of ($100,000) equals 25 percent of the unad-

justed basis of all property ($400,000) used in14) Income from the reimbursement of a prior Passive Income  
the rental activity. Calvin’s net passive incomeyear casualty or theft loss if the income is Net income from the following passive activi-
from the activity (which is figured with the gainincluded in gross income and the loss de- ties may have to be recharacterized and ex-
from the disposition, including gain from theduction was not a passive activity cluded from passive activity income:
improvements) is treated as nonpassivededuction.

● Significant participation passive activities, income.15) Alaska Permanent Fund Dividends.
● Rental of nondepreciable property,

16) Cancellation of debt income if at the time Equity-financed lending activities.  If you
● Equity-financed lending activities,the debt is discharged the income is not have gross income from an equity-financed

allocated to passive activity expenditures. ● Rental of property incidental to develop- lending activity, the lesser of the net passive
The income is generally allocated in the ment activities, income or the equity-financed interest income
same manner as the debt is allocated for is nonpassive income.● Property rented to nonpassive activities,the interest expense allocation rules. See For more information, see Temporary Reg-andChapter 8 of Publication 535, Business ulations section 1.469–2T(f)(4).
Expenses, for information about the rules ● Licensing intangible property by
for allocating interest. passthrough entities.

Rental of property incidental to a develop-
ment activity. Net passive income from this

If you are engaged in or have an interest in one type of activity will be treated as nonpassive
of these activities during the tax year (either di-Passive Activity Deductions income if all of the following apply.
rectly or through a partnership or an S corpo-Passive activity deductions include all deduc- 1) You recognize gain from the sale, ex-ration), combine the income and losses fromtions from activities that are passive activities change, or other disposition of the rentalthe activity or property to determine if youfor the tax year and all deductions from pas- property during the tax year.have a net loss or net income from thatsive activities that were disallowed under the
activity. 2) You started to rent the item of propertypassive loss rules in prior tax years and carried

If the result is a net loss, treat the income less than 12 months before the date offorward to the tax year. They include losses
and losses the same as any income or losses disposition.from dispositions of property used in a passive
from that type of passive activity (trade or busi-activity at the time of the disposition and 3) You materially participated or significantlyness activity or rental activity).losses from a disposition of less than your en- participated for any tax year in an activityIf the result is net income, do not enter anytire interest in a passive activity. that involved the performance of servicesof the income or losses from the activity orPassive activity deductions do not include for the purpose of enhancing the value ofproperty on Form 8582 or the worksheets. In-the following: the property (or any other item of propertystead, enter income or losses on the form and

1) Expenses (other than interest) that are if the basis of the property disposed of isschedules you normally use. See Treatment of
clearly and directly allocable to portfolio determined in whole or in part by refer-net income, later.
income. ence to the basis of that item of property).

Significant participation passive activities. 2) Interest expense other than interest prop-
For more information, see RegulationsIf your passive activity gross income from sig-erly allocable to passive activities (e.g.,

section 1.469–2(f)(5).nificant participation passive activities ex-qualified home mortgage interest and
ceeds your passive activity deductions fromcapitalized interest expense are not pas-

Property rented to a nonpassive activity.  Ifthose activities, a ratable portion of your net in-sive activity deductions).
you rent property to a trade or business activitycome from each significant participation pas-3) Losses from dispositions of property that
in which you materially participated, net rentalsive activity is treated as nonpassive income.produce portfolio income or property held
income from the property is treated asSee Significant Participation Passive Activi-for investment.
nonpassive income. This rule does not applyties, later. A significant participation passive

4) State, local, and foreign income taxes. to net income from renting property under aactivity is any trade or business activity (de-
written binding contract entered into beforefined earlier) in which you participated for5) Miscellaneous itemized deductions that
February 19, 1988. It also does not apply tomore than 100 hours during the tax year andmay be disallowed because of the 2%-of-
property just described under Rental of prop-did not materially participate. See Materialadjusted-gross-income limit.
erty incidental to a development activity .Participation, earlier.6) Charitable contributions.

7) Net operating loss deductions. Licensing of intangible property byRental of nondepreciable property.  If you
8) Percentage depletion carryovers for oil have net passive income (including prior year passthrough entities.  Net royalty income

and gas wells. unallowed losses) from renting property in a from intangible property held by a passthrough
rental activity, and less than 30% of the unad- entity in which you own an interest may be9) Capital loss carryovers.
justed basis of the property is subject to depre- treated as nonpassive royalty income. This ap-

10) Deductions and losses that would have ciation, the net passive income is treated as plies if you acquired your interest in the pass-
been allowed for tax years beginning nonpassive income. through entity after the partnership, S corpora-
before 1987 but for basis or at-risk limits. If you have an overall loss (including prior tion, estate, or trust created the intangible

11) Net negative section 481 adjustments al- year unallowed losses) from this rental activ- property or performed substantial services or
located to activities other than passive ity, the overall loss is treated as any other pas- incurred substantial costs for developing or
activities. Section 481 adjustments are sive activity loss. Use Worksheet 1, Form marketing the intangible property.
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Worksheet A. Significant Participation Passive Activities

(a) Hours of
Name of Activity Participation (b) Net loss (c) Net income (d) Combine cols. (b) and (c)

Totals

Worksheet B. Significant Participation Activities—(Keep for your records)

(b) Ratio
Name of Activity See (c) Nonpassive income (d) Passive income
with net income (a) Net income instructions See instructions Subtract col. (c) from col. (a)

Totals 1.00

This recharacterization rule does not apply equity-financed lending activities cannot ex- Significant Participation
if: ceed the greatest amount that is treated as Passive Activities nonpassive income under any one of these1) The expenses the entity reasonably in- A significant participation passive activity isrules.curred in developing or marketing the any trade or business activity in which you par-

property exceed 50% of the gross royal- ticipated for more than 100 hours during the
ties from licensing the property that are tax year but did not materially participate. See
includable in your gross income for the Treatment of net income.  If any of these ac- Material Participation, earlier.
tax year, or tivities had net income that is recharacterized If your gross income from all significant

participation passive activities is more thanas nonpassive, do not enter any income or2) Your share of the expenses the entity rea-
your deductions from those activities, a part ofloss from that activity on Form 8582. The netsonably incurred in developing or market-
your net income from each significant partici-income and losses are reported on the form oring the property for all tax years exceeded
pation passive activity is treated as nonpas-schedule that you normally use. However, if25% of the fair market value of your inter- sive income.you must complete Form 8582 because youest in the intangible property at the time

have other passive activities, see the discus-you acquired your interest in the entity. Worksheet A  sion of the worksheets under Significant Par-
ticipation Passive Activities, later. Complete Worksheet A if you have income or

For purposes of (2) above, capital expendi-
losses from any trade or business activity in

tures are taken into account for the entity’s tax which you participated for more than 100
year in which the expenditure is chargeable to hours during the tax year but did not otherwise
a capital account, and your share of the ex- Investment income and investment ex- meet any of the material participation tests.
penditure is figured as if it were allowed as a pense.  To figure your investment interest ex- Enter the names of the activities in the left
deduction for the tax year. pense limitation on Form 4952, Investment In- column.

terest Expense Deduction, treat as investment
income any net passive income recharacter-Limitation on recharacterized passive in- Column (a).  Enter the number of hours you
ized as nonpassive income from rental of non-come.  The total amount that is treated as participated in each activity and total the col-

nonpassive income under the rules described depreciable property, an equity-financed lend- umn. If the total exceeds 500, do not complete
earlier for significant participation passive ac- ing activity, or the licensing of intangible Worksheet A. Report all the income and
tivities, rental of nondepreciable property, and property by a passthrough entity. losses from these activities on the forms and
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schedules you normally use. Do not use Form of its income recharacterized as nonpassive Sales price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30,000
Minus: adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,0008582, and skip Worksheet B. income.
Capital loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,000

Column (b).  Enter the net loss, if any, from Minus: capital loss limit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000
Dispositions  the activity. Net loss from an activity means Capital loss carryover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 9,000

either:
Any passive activity losses (but not credits) Allowable capital loss on sale . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3,000

1) The activity’s current year net loss (if any) that have not been allowed (including current Carryover losses allowable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000
plus prior year unallowed losses (if any), year losses) generally are allowed in full in the Total current deductible loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 5,000
or tax year you dispose of your entire interest in

the passive (or former passive) activity. How-2) The excess of prior year unallowed losses Ray deducts the $5,000 total current de-
ever, for the losses to be allowed, you mustover the current year net income (if any). ductible loss in the current tax year. He must
dispose of your entire interest in the activity inAlso, enter -0- here if the prior year unal- carry over the $9,000 capital loss, which is not
a transaction in which all realized gain or losslowed loss is the same as the current year subject to the passive activity loss limit. He will
is recognized. Furthermore, the person acquir-net income. treat it as any other capital loss carryover.
ing the interest from you must not be related to
you. Installment sale of an entire interest.  If youColumn (c).  Enter net income, if any, from the

sell your entire interest in a passive activityactivity. Net income means the excess of the
through an installment sale, to figure the losscurrent year’s net income from the activity Note.  If you have a capital loss on the dis- for the current year that is not limited by theover any prior year unallowed losses from the position of an interest in a passive activity, the passive activity rules, multiply your overall lossactivity. loss may be limited by the capital loss rules. (not including losses allowed in prior years) by

The limit is generally $3,000 for individuals. a fraction. The numerator (top part) of the frac-Note.  The prior year unallowed loss from See Publication 544, Sales and Other Disposi- tion is the gain recognized in the current year,an activity is the unallowed loss from column tions of Assets, for more information. and the denominator (bottom part) is the gain(c) of Worksheet 4 in your 1994 Form 8582
remaining to be recognized as of the begin-instructions.
ning of the year.

Treatment of excess losses.  If all gain or
Example.  John Ash has a total gain of

loss realized on the disposition is recognized,Column (d).  Combine amounts in the Totals $10,000 from the sale of an entire interest in a
the excess of:row for columns (b) and (c) and enter the net passive activity. Under the installment method

income or net loss in column (d). If the total for he reports $2,000 of gain each year, including1) The sum of:column (d) is a net loss, skip Worksheet B. In- the year of sale. For the first year, 20%
clude the income and losses in Worksheet 2 of (2,000/10,000) of the losses are allowed. Fora) Any loss from the activity for the taxForm 8582. the second year, 25% (2,000/8,000) of the re-year (including losses carried over fromIf the total for column (d) is net income and maining losses are allowed.prior years), plusyou must complete Form 8582 because you
have other passive activities to report, com- Partners and S corporation shareholders.b) Any loss realized on the disposition,plete Worksheet B. However, you do not have Generally, any gain or loss on the disposition overto complete Form 8582 if column (d) is net in- of a partnership interest must be allocated to
come and you have only significant participa- each trade or business, rental, or investment2) Net income or gain for the tax year fromtion activities. If you do not have to complete activity in which the partnership owns an inter-all passive activities (other than the activ-Form 8582, skip Worksheet B and report the est. If you dispose of your entire interest in aity disposed of),net income and net losses from columns (b) partnership, the passive activity losses from
and (c) on the forms and schedules you nor- the partnership that have not been allowed
mally use. generally are allowed in full. They also will bewill not be treated as a loss from a passive

allowed if the partnership disposes of all theactivity.
property used in that passive activity.Worksheet B  

Example.  Ray earned a $60,000 salary If you do not dispose of your entire interest,List only the significant participation passive
and owned one passive activity through a 5% the gain or loss allocated to a passive activityactivities that have net income as shown in

is treated as passive activity income or deduc-interest in the B Limited Partnership. He soldcolumn (c) of Worksheet A.
tion for the year of disposition. This includeshis entire interest in the current tax year to an
any gain recognized on a distribution of moneyunrelated person for $50,000. His adjusted ba-Column (a).  Enter the net income of each ac-
from the partnership that you receive in ex-sis in the partnership interest was $42,000,tivity from column (c) of Worksheet A.
cess of the adjusted basis of your partnershipand he had carried over $2,000 of passive ac-
interest.tivity losses from the activity. He realized anColumn (b).  Divide each of the individual net These rules also apply to the disposition of$8,000 gain from the sale but can offset it byincome amounts in column (a) by the total of stock in an S corporation.the $2,000 carryover loss. This offset occurscolumn (a). Enter the ratio for each of the ac-

under the general passive activity rules with-tivities in column (b). The total of the ratios Dispositions by gift.  If you give away any in-out applying the special rules for dispositions.should equal 1.00. terest in a passive activity, the accumulatedHis $6,000 net gain is figured as follows:
unused passive activity losses allocable to the

Column (c).  Multiply the total of column (d) of interest cannot be deducted in any tax year.
Sales price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50,000Worksheet A by each of the ratios in column Instead, the basis of the transferred interest
Minus: adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,000(b). Enter the results in column (c). must be increased by the amount of any such
Gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8,000 losses allocable to the interest for which a de-

Column (d).  Subtract column (c) from column Minus: carryover losses allowable . . . . . . . . 2,000 duction has not been allowed.
(a). To this figure, add the amount, if any, that Net gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6,000
current year net income was reduced by prior Dispositions by death.  If a passive activity
year unallowed losses. Enter the result in col- interest is transferred because the owner dies,
umn (d). This column shows the recomputed If Ray sold his interest for $30,000 instead accumulated unused losses are allowed (to a
current year passive net income for significant of $50,000 his deductible loss would be certain extent) as a deduction against the de-
participation passive activities that had some $5,000, figured as follows: cedent’s income in the year of disposition. The
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decedent’s losses are allowed only to the ex- to the $1,200 Schedule E loss. See theGeneral Information 
tent they exceed the amount by which the discussion of PTPs in the instructions forCharles and Lily are married, file a joint return,
transferee’s basis in the passive activity has Form 8582.and have combined wages of $132,000 in
been increased under the rules for determin- 1995. They own interests in the following ac- 5) Partnership #3 holds a single trade oring the basis of property acquired from a dece- tivities. They are at risk for all of their invest- business activity and is not a publiclydent. For example, if the basis of an interest in ment in the activities. They did not materially traded partnership. Charles and Lily solda passive activity in the hands of a transferee participate in any of the business activities. their entire interest in partnership #3 inis increased by $6,000 and unused passive They actively participated in the rental real es- November 1995. The sale represents aactivity losses of $8,000 were allocable to the tate activities in 1995 and all prior years. disposition of their entire interest in thisinterest at the date of death, then the dece- Charles and Lily are not considered to be in a act iv i ty .  They recognize a $4,000dent’s deduction for the tax year would be lim- real property trade or business. ($15,000 selling price minus $11,000 ad-ited to $2,000 ($8,000 –  $6,000).

justed basis) long-term capital gain, which1) Activity A is a rental real estate activity.
they report on Schedule D.The income and expenses are reportedPartial dispositions.  If you dispose of a sub- In 1994 they completed the Work-on Schedule E. Charles and Lily’s recordsstantial part of an activity during your tax year,
sheets in the Form 8582 instructions andshow a loss from operations of $15,000 inyou may treat that part of an activity as a sepa-
calculated that $3,000 of their distributive1995. Their records also show a gain ofrate activity. However, to treat the disposition
share of the partnership’s loss for 1994$2,776 in 1995 from the sale of sectionof a substantial part of an activity as a sepa-
was disallowed by the passive activity1231 assets used in the activity. That sec-rate activity, you must show with reasonable
rules. That loss is carried over to 1995 astion 1231 gain is reported in Part I of Formcertainty:
a prior year unallowed Schedule E loss.4797. In 1994 they completed the Work-

1) The amount of prior year deductions and Charles and Lily’s distributive share ofsheets in the instructions for Form 8582
credits disallowed under the passive ac- partnership losses for 1995 reported onand calculated that $6,667 of Activity A’s
tivity rules that is allocable to the substan- Schedule E loss for 1994 was disallowed line 1 of Schedule K–1, Form 1065 is
tial part of the activity, and by the passive activity rules. That loss is $6,000.

carried over to 1995 as a prior year unal-2) The amount of gross income and any 6) Partnership #4 is a limited partnershiplowed Schedule E loss.other deductions and credits that is allo- that holds a trade or business activity.
cable to the substantial part of the activity 2) Activity B is a rental real estate activity. Its Charles and Lily are limited partners who
for the current tax year. income and expenses are reported on did not meet any of the material participa-

Schedule E. Charles and Lily’s records tion tests. Their distributive share of 1995
show a loss from operations of $11,600 in partnership loss, reported on line 1 of
1995. In 1994 they completed the Work- Schedule K–1, Form 1065, is $2,400. InHow To Report Your sheets in the instructions for Form 8582 1994 they completed the Worksheets inPassive Activity Loss and calculated that $8,225 of Activity B’s the Form 8582 instructions and calcu-
Schedule E loss for 1994 was disallowedReporting your passive activities may require lated that $1,500 of their distributive
by the passive activity rules. That loss ismore than one form or schedule. The actual share of loss for 1994 was disallowed by
carried over to 1995 as a prior year unal-number of forms depends on the number and the passive activity rules. That loss is car-
lowed Schedule E loss.types of activities you must report. Some ried over to 1995 as a prior year unal-

forms and schedules that may be required are: lowed Schedule E loss.3) Partnership #1 holds a trade or business
activity and is not a publicly traded part-● Schedule C (Form 1040), Profit or Loss
nership (PTP). (For a discussion of PTPs,From Business,
see the instructions for Form 8582.) Part- Step One—Completing the Tax

● Schedule D (Form 1040), Capital Gains and nership #1 reports a $4,000 distributive Forms Before Figuring theLosses, share of its 1995 profits to Charles and
Passive Activity Loss Limits  Lily on line 1 of Schedule K–1, Form 1065.

● Schedule E (Form 1040), Supplemental In-
They report that profit on Schedule E. In As far as they can, Charles and Lily completecome and Loss,
1994 they completed the Worksheets in the forms they usually use to report income or

● Schedule F (Form 1040), Profit or Loss the instructions for Form 8582 and calcu- expenses from their activities. They enter their
From Farming, lated that $2,600 of their distributive combined wages, $132,000, on Form 1040.

share of Partnership #1’s 1994 loss was They complete line 9 of Schedule D showing● Form 4797, Sales of Business Property,
disallowed by the passive activity rules. long-term capital gains of $15,300 from Part-

● Form 6252, Installment Sale Income, That loss is carried over to 1995 as a prior nership #2 and $4,000 from Partnership #3.
year unallowed Schedule E loss. Because Partnership #2 is a PTP, it is not en-● Form 8582, Passive Activity Loss Limita-

tered on Form 8582. Since the disposition of4) Partnership #2 is a PTP that holds ations, and
Partnership #3 represents a disposition of antrade or business activity. In 1995 Charles

● Form 8582–CR, Passive Activity Credit entire interest in an activity with an overall lossand Lily disposed of their entire interest in
Limitations. of $5,000, that partnership is also not enteredPartnership #2. They do not report that

on Form 8582. They combine the PTP $1,200gain on Form 8582 because Partnership
current year loss with its $2,445 prior yearRegardless of the number or complexity of #2 is a PTP. They recognize a long-term
loss, and also combine the Partnership #3passive activities you have, you should use capital gain of $15,300 ($25,300 selling

only one Form 8582. $6,000 current year loss with its $3,000 priorprice minus $10,000 adjusted basis),
year loss and enter the two combinedThe following example shows how to re- which they report on Schedule D. The
amounts in column (g) of Schedule E, Part II.port your passive activities. In this example, in partnership reports a $1,200 distributive
They complete Schedule E, Part I, through lineaddition to Form 1040, Charles and Lily use share of its 1995 losses to them on line 1
22. Since their rental activities are passive,Form 8582 (to figure allowed passive activity of Schedule K–1, Form 1065. They report
they must complete Form 8582 to figure thedeductions), Schedule E (to report rental ac- that loss on Schedule E. In 1994 they fol-

tivities and partnership activities), Form 4797 deductible losses to enter on line 23.lowed the the instructions for Form 8582
(to figure the gain and allowable loss from as- They enter the gain from the sale of theand calculated that $2,445 of their distrib-
sets sold that were used in the activities), and section 1231 assets of Activity A on Formutive share of Partnership #2’s 1994 loss
Schedule D (to report the sale of partnership 4797. They enter the $4,000 profit from Part-was disallowed by the passive activity
interests). rules. That loss is carried over and added nership #1 on Schedule E, Part II.
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gain in column (d) are not used any further in 7) They add the income on lines 1a and 2aStep Two—Form 8582
the calculations for Form 8582. At this point, and enter the result, $6,776, on line 10.and the Worksheets  
overall gain activities should be entered on the 8) They add lines 9 and 10 and enter the re-Charles and Lily now complete Form 8582 and
forms or schedules that would normally be sult, $12,449, on line 11.the worksheets that apply to their passive ac-
used. Charles and Lily have one activity withtivities. Because they are at risk for all
an overall gain ($4,000 –  $2,600 =  $1,400).amounts invested in their activities, they do
This is Partnership #1, which is shown innot complete Form 6198 before Form 8582. Step Four—CompletingWorksheet 2. They enter this partnership di-(The second part of this publication explains Worksheet 3  rectly on Part II, Schedule E. They write:the at-risk rules.) Charles and Lily must complete Worksheet 3
1) Partnership #1 on Line C in column (a). since they have an overall loss in column (e) of

Worksheet 1 Worksheet 1 and an amount on line 9 of Form2) ‘‘P’’ in column (b) since this entity is a
1) Charles and Lily figure the gains and 8582.partnership.

losses on Worksheet 1 for Activity A (a 1) In the two left columns, they write the3) No entry in (c) since it is not a foreignrental real estate activity). They enter all names of the activities, A and B, and thepartnership.amounts from the activity even though schedules the activities are reported on,
4) The identification number in (d).they already reported the gain of $2,776 Schedule E.

on Form 4797, since all income or loss 5) A check mark in (e) since all of their in- 2) They fill in column (a) with the losses fromfrom an activity must be taken into ac- vestment is at risk. Worksheet 1, column (e). They add up thecount to figure the loss allowed. They
amounts, and enter the result, $38,716, in6) ($2,600) in column (g), which is the priorwrite Activity A under Name of activity.
the Total line without brackets.year unallowed Schedule E loss.Then they enter:

3) They figure the ratios for column (b) by di-7) $4,000 in column (h), their distributivea) $2,776 gain in column (a) from Form
viding each amount in column (a) by theshare of 1995 profit.4797, line 2(h).
Total line and entering the result in (b).

b) ($15,000) loss in column (b) from These ratios, when added, should equal
Schedule E, line 22, column A. 1.00.Step Three—Completingc) ($6,667) prior year unallowed loss in 4) Now they are ready to prorate their spe-Form 8582  column (c) from their worksheets used cial allowance for active participation

Charles and Lily must now fill out Part II, Formin 1994. rental real estate activities (from Form
8582 since they will need the figure on line 9 tod) They combine the three amounts. 8582, Part II, line 9) among their rental ac-
complete Worksheet 3. They enter al l tivities. They multiply the amount from linee) Since the result ($18,891) is an overall amounts without brackets as though they 9, Form 8582, $5,673, by each of the ra-loss, they enter it in column (e). were positive. They can then complete Part III tios in Worksheet 3, column (b) and enter

2) Activity B is a rental activity with a 1995 of Form 8582. the results on the appropriate line in col-
loss and a prior year unallowed loss. 1) They enter $38,716 on line 4 since this is umn (c). The total should equal $5,673.
Charles and Lily write Activity B under the smaller of line 1d or line 3. 5) They subtract column (c) from column (a)Name of activity. Then they enter:

and enter each result in column (d).2) They enter $150,000 on line 5 since theya) ($11,600) loss in column (b) from
are married and filing a joint return.Schedule E, line 22, column B.

3) They enter $138,655, their modified ad-b) ($8,225) prior year unallowed loss in Step Five—Completingjusted gross income, on line 6. See the in-column (c) from their 1994 worksheets. Worksheet 4  structions for Form 8582 for a discussion
c) Then they combine these two figures Worksheet 4 must be completed if there is anof modified adjusted gross income. The

and enter the total loss ($19,825) in col- overall loss in column (e) of Worksheet 2 or$138,655 is made up of their wages,
umn (e). losses in column (d) of Worksheet 3 (or col-$132,000, plus their overall gain, $11,655,

umn (e) of Worksheet 1 if Worksheet 3 was3) They separately add columns (a), (b), and from the entire disposition of Partnership
not needed). Charles and Lily fill out Work-(c). #2, a PTP, plus a $5,000 overall loss
sheet 4 with the activities from Worksheet 3.from the entire disposition of partnershipa) They enter $2,776 in column (a) on the
They have one activity showing a loss in Work-# 3 .Total line and also on Form 8582, Part
sheet 2, column (e). They fill in the names ofThey reported on Schedule D long-I, line 1a.
the activities and the schedules or forms eachterm gains of $15,300 from the PTP dispo-

b) They enter ($26,600) in column (b) on will be reported on in the two left columns ofsition and $4,000 from the partnership #3
the Total line and also on Form 8582, Worksheet 4.disposition. Also, on Schedule E they
Part I, line 1b. combined the PTP 1995 loss of $1,200 1) In column (a), they enter the losses from

c) They enter ($14,892) in column (c) on with its prior year loss of $2,445, and com- Worksheet 2, column (e) and Worksheet
the Total line and also on Form 8582, bined the Partnership #3 1995 loss of 3, column (d). These losses are entered
Part I, line 1c. $6,000 with its prior year loss of $3,000. as positive numbers, not in brackets.

Netting these amounts gives them the4) They combine lines 1a, 1b, and 1c, Form They add the numbers and enter the total,
PTP overall gain of $11,655 and the Part-8582, and put the net loss ($38,716) on $36,943, on the Total line.
nership #3 overall loss of $5,000 thatline 1d. 2) They divide each of the losses in columnwere used in figuring modified adjusted

(a) by the amount on the column (a) Totalgross income.Worksheet 2.  Because Partnership #1 and line, and enter each result in column (b).
Partnership #4 are nonrental passive activi- 4) They subtract line 6 from line 5 and enter These numbers should also add up to
ties, Charles and Lily enter the appropriate in- the result, $11,345, on line 7. 1.00.
formation on Worksheet 2 similar to the way

5) They multiply line 7 by 50% and enter the 3) Now they use the computation worksheetthey reported their rental activities on Work-
result, $5,673, on line 8. No matter what for column (c) under Worksheet 4 of thesheet 1. Then they enter the totals on Form
the result, they cannot enter more than instructions for Form 8582 to figure the8582, Part I, lines 2a through 2d.
$25,000 on line 8. unallowed loss to allocate in column (c).

Reporting Income From Column (d), Work- 6) They enter the smaller of line 4 or line 8 a) On line A of the computation work-
sheets 1 and 2.  Activities that have an overall on line 9, or $5,673. sheet, they enter the amount from line
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3 of Form 8582, $41,216, as a positive should go on Worksheet 5 since the losses a) The name of the activity on line 27D,
number. column (a),are reported on Schedule E only.

b) On line B, they enter the amount from b) ‘‘P’’ in column (b),1) They enter the names of the activities and
line 9 of Form 8582, $5,673. the schedules to be used in the two left

c) The employer identification number inc) They subtract line B from line A and columns of Worksheet 5.
column (d),enter the result, $35,543, on line C.

2) In column (a), they enter the total loss ford) They multiply line C, $35,543, by each d) A check mark in column (e) since alleach activity. These losses include theof the ratios in column (b) and enter the their investment is at-risk, andcurrent year loss plus the prior year unal-results in column (c). This is their total
lowed loss. They find these amounts byunallowed loss for 1995. e) ($148) in column (g).
adding columns (b) and (c) on Work-
sheets 1 and 2.

Step Six—Using 3) In column (b), they enter the unallowed Step Seven—Finishing the
Worksheets 5 and 6  loss for each activity already figured in Reporting of the Passive
Charles and Lily now decide whether they Worksheet 4, column (c). They must save Activities  
must use Worksheet 5, Worksheet 6, or both this information to use next year in figur-
to figure their allowed losses. If the losses Charles and Lily summarize the entries oning their passive losses.
from each activity entered on Worksheet 4 are Schedule E, Schedule D, and Form 4797, and

4) In column (c), they figure their allowedreported on only one form or schedule, then enter the amounts on the appropriate lines of
losses for 1995 by subtracting their unal-Worksheet 5 is used. If an activity has a loss their Form 1040. They enter:
lowed losses, column (b), from their totalthat is reported on two or more schedules or

1) The total Schedule D gain, $22,076, onlosses, column (a). These allowed lossesforms (for example, a loss that must be re-
line 13.are entered on the appropriate schedules.ported partly on Schedule C and partly on

They enter their allowed losses from Ac-Form 4797), Worksheet 6 is used. They must
2) Schedule E loss ($21,094) on line 17.tivities A and B on Schedule E, Part I, lineuse only Worksheet 5 to figure their allowed

23, because these are rental properties.losses. (Worksheet 6 is not illustrated.)
Charles and Lily are now able to completeThey report their allowed loss from Part-

their return, having limited their losses fromnership #4 on Schedule E, Part II byWorksheet 5.  Charles and Lily determine that
their passive activities as required.writing:the activities they entered on Worksheet 4
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losses (discussed later under Reductions of 7) Holding mineral property.
Amounts At Risk) that is required to be recap-At-Risk Limits   8) Any other activity not included in (1)
tured because the amount at risk was less through (7) that is carried on as a trade orThe at-risk rules limit your losses from most than zero. business or for the production of income.activities to your loss or amount at risk, which-

ever is less. The at-risk rules must be applied Disallowed losses.  Any loss from an activity Exclusion for equipment leasing by abefore the passive activity rules discussed in that is not allowed in a tax year because of the closely held corporation.  If a closely heldthe first part of this publication. at-risk limits is treated as a deduction for the
corporation is actively engaged in equipment

activity in the next tax year.
leasing, the equipment leasing is treated as aAmount at risk.  You are at risk in any activity
separate activity not covered by the at-riskfor: Form 6198.  Form 6198, At-Risk Limitations, is rules. A closely held corporation is actively en-

used to figure how much loss from an activity1) The money and adjusted basis of prop- gaged in equipment leasing if 50% or more of
you can deduct. You must file Form 6198 witherty you contribute to the activity, and its gross receipts for the tax year are from
your tax return if: equipment leasing.2) Amounts you borrow for use in the activity
1) You have a loss from any part of an activ- Equipment leasing.  Equipment leasingif:

ity that is covered by the at-risk rules, and means the leasing, purchasing, servicing, anda) You are personally liable for repay-
selling of equipment that is section 1245 prop-2) You are not at risk for some of your in-ment, or
erty. Section 1245 property is any depreciablevestment in the activity.

b) You pledge property (other than prop- or amortizable property that is:
erty used in the activity) as security for

Loss limits for partners and S corporation 1) Personal property,the loan.
shareholders.  Three separate limits apply to

2) Other tangible property (other than a
a partner’s or shareholder’s distributive share

building or its structural components) thatSee At-Risk Amounts, later. of a loss from a partnership or S corporation.
is:

The limits determine the amount of the loss
Taxpayers affected.  The at-risk limits apply a) Used in manufacturing, production, oreach partner or shareholder can deduct on its
to individuals and to certain closely held cor- extraction or in furnishing transporta-own return. These limits and the order in which
porations (other than S corporations). tion, communications, energy, water, orthey apply are:

Closely held corporation.  For the at-risk sewage disposal,1) The adjusted basis of:rules, a corporation is a closely held corpora-
b) A research facility used for the activitiestion if at any time during the last half of the tax a) The partner’s partnership interest, or

in (a), oryear, more than 50% in value of its outstand- b) The shareholder’s stock plus any loans
ing stock is owned directly or indirectly by or c) A bulk storage facility used for the activ-the shareholder makes to the
for five or fewer individuals. ities in (a),corporation,

To figure if more than 50% in value of the 3) A single purpose agricultural or horticul-2) The at-risk rules, andstock is owned by five or fewer individuals, ap- tural structure, or
ply the following rules: 3) The passive activity rules.

4) A storage facility (other than a building or
1) Stock owned directly or indirectly by or for its structural components) used for theSee Limits on Losses in Publication 541,a corporation, partnership, estate, or trust distribution of petroleum.Tax Information on Partnerships, and Limitsis considered owned proportionately by

on Shareholder’s Losses and Deductions inits shareholders, partners, or
However, equipment leasing does not in-Publication 589, Tax Information on Sbeneficiaries.

clude leases of master sound recordings andCorporations.
2) An individual is considered to own the similar contractual arrangements for tangible

stock owned directly or indirectly by or for or intangible assets associated with literary,Activities Coveredhis or her family. Family includes only artistic, or musical properties, such as books,
brothers and sisters (including half-broth- by the At-Risk Rules lithographs of artwork, or musical tapes. A
ers and half-sisters), a spouse, ancestors, closely held corporation cannot exclude theseIf you are involved in one of the following activ-
and lineal descendants. leasing activities from the at-risk rules norities, you are subject to the at-risk rules.

count them as equipment leasing for the gross3) If a person holds an option to buy stock, 1) Farming.
receipts test.he or she is considered to be the owner of

2) Exploring for, or exploiting, oil and gas as The equipment leasing exclusion is notthat stock.
a trade or business or for the production available for leasing activities related to other

4) When applying rules (1) or (2), stock con- of income. at-risk activities, such as motion picture films
sidered owned by a person under rule (1) and video tapes, farming, oil and gas proper-3) Holding, producing, or distributing motion
or (3) is treated as actually owned by that ties, and geothermal deposits. If a closely heldpicture films or video tapes.
person. Stock considered owned by an in- corporation leases a video tape, it cannot ex-4) Equipment leasing, that is, leasing sectiondividual under rule (2) is not treated as clude this leasing activity from the at-risk rules1245 property, including personal prop-owned by the individual for again applying under the equipment leasing exclusion.erty, and certain other tangible propertyrule (2) to consider another the owner of Controlled group of corporations.  Athat is depreciable or amortizable. Seethat stock. controlled group of corporations is subject toEquipment leasing, later.

5) Stock that may be considered owned by special rules for the equipment leasing exclu-
5) Exploring for, or exploiting, geothermalan individual under either rule (2) or (3) is sion. See section 465(c) of the Internal Reve-

deposits (for wells started after Septem-considered owned by the individual under nue Code.
ber 1978).rule (3).

6) Holding real property placed in service af- Holding real property.  Personal property
Loss defined.  A loss is the excess of allowa- ter 1986. However, if you are a partner in and services that are incidental to making real
ble deductions from the activity for the year a partnership, a shareholder in an S cor- property available as living accommodations
(including depreciation or amortization al- poration, or have an interest in any other are included in the activity of holding real prop-
lowed or allowable disregarding the at-risk lim- passthrough entity that you acquired after erty. For example, making personal property
its) over income received or accrued from that 1986, the at-risk rules apply no matter available, such as furniture and services, when
activity during the year. Income does not in- when the entity placed the real property in renting a hotel or motel room or a furnished
clude income from the recapture of previous service. apartment is considered incidental to making
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rea l  p roper ty  ava i lab le  as  l i v ing of section 1245 property that is placed in ser- pledged) less any prior (or superior) claims to
accommodations. vice in any tax year of the partnership or S cor- which it is subject. However, no property will

poration is treated as one activity. be taken into account as security if the prop-
erty you pledge is directly or indirectly fi-Special exception for qualified corpora-
nanced by debt that is secured by property youtions.  A qualified corporation is not subject to Aggregation of Activities  
contributed to the activity.the at-risk limits for any qualifying business Activities that are a trade or business or are for

If you borrow money to finance a contribu-carried on by the corporation. Each qualifying the production of income are treated as one
tion to an activity, you cannot increase yourbusiness is treated as a separate activity. activity if:
amount at risk by the contribution and theA qualified corporation is a closely held

1) The taxpayer actively participates in the amount borrowed to finance the contribution.corporation, defined earlier under Taxpayers
management of the trade or business, or You may increase your at-risk amount onlyaffected, that is not:

2) The trade or business is carried on by a once.
1) A personal holding company, partnership or S corporation and 65% or If a corporation borrows from its share-

more of its losses for the tax year are allo-2) A foreign personal holding company, or holder, the corporation will be considered at
cable to persons who actively participate risk for that amount.

3) A personal service corporation (defined in in the management of the trade or Even though you are personally liable forsection 269A(b) of the Internal Revenue business. the repayment of a borrowed amount or youCode, but determined by substituting 5%
secure a borrowed amount with property otherfor 10%). Active participation depends on all the than property used in the activity, you are not

facts and circumstances. Factors that indicate considered at risk if you borrowed the money
Qualifying business.  A qualifying busi- active participation include making decisions from a person having an interest in the activity

ness is any active business if all of the follow- involving the operation or management of the (other than as a creditor) or from someone re-
ing apply: activity, performing services for the activity, lated to such a lender.  

and hiring and discharging employees. Fac- You are not considered at risk for your1) During the entire 12–month period ending
tors that indicate a lack of active participationon the last day of the tax year, the corpo- share of any nonrecourse loan used to fi-
include lack of control in managing and oper-ration had at least: nance the activity or to acquire property used
ating the activity, having authority only to dis- in the activity unless the loan is secured bya) One full-time employee whose services charge the manager of the activity, and having property not used in the activity. If you borrowwere in the active management of the a manager of the activity who is an indepen- money to contribute to the activity and thebusiness, and dent contractor rather than an employee. lender’s recourse is only to your interest in the

Future regulations may provide additionalb) Three full-time nonowner employees activity or to the property used in the activity,
rules for separating or aggregating activities.whose services were directly related to the loan is nonrecourse and does not increase

the business. A nonowner employee your amount at risk.
Partners and S corporation shareholders.does not own more than 5% in value of
Partners or shareholders may aggregate cer-the outstanding stock of the corpora- Related persons.  Related persons include:tain activities their partnership or S corpora-tion at any time during the tax year.
tion engages in. These activities are: 1) Members of the family, but only brothers(The rules for constructive ownership of

and sisters (both whole- and half-blood),stock apply. However, in applying these 1) Films and video tapes,
spouse, ancestors (parents, grandpar-rules, an owner of 5% or more, rather 2) Farms, ents, etc.), and lineal descendants (chil-than 50% or more, of the value of a cor-

3) Oil and gas properties, and dren, grandchildren, etc.),poration’s stock is considered to own a
proportionate share of the corpora- 4) Geothermal properties. 2) Two corporations that are members of
tion’s stock.), the same controlled group of corpora-

For example, to apply the at-risk rules for tions determined by applying a 10% own-2) Deductions due to the business that are
1995, partners and S corporation sharehold- ership test,allowable to the corporation as business
ers can treat all of the partnership’s or S cor-expenses and as contributions to certain 3) The fiduciaries of two different trusts, orporation’s films and video tapes as oneemployee benefit plans for the tax year the fiduciary and beneficiary of two differ-activity.exceed 15% of the gross income from the

ent trusts, if the same person is the gran-
business, and

tor of both trusts,At-Risk Amounts 3) The business is not an excluded busi-
4) Certain educational or charitable organi-You are considered at risk in an activity to theness. Generally, an excluded business in-

zations and a person who directly or indi-extent of your cash and the adjusted basis ofvolves leasing section 1245 equipment,
rectly controls one of these organizations,other property you contribute to the activity.discussed earlier under Equipment leas-

Your at-risk amount also includes your shareing, and any business involving the use, 5) A corporation and an individual who owns
of partnership net income that you do not with-exploitation, sale, lease, or other disposi- directly or indirectly more than 10% of the
draw and certain amounts borrowed for usetion of master sound recordings, motion value of the outstanding stock of the
in that activity. However, if the borrowedpicture films, video tapes, or tangible or corporation,
amounts are from nonrecourse financing orintangible assets associated with literary,

6) A trust fiduciary and a corporation ofloss-limiting arrangements, see Amounts Notartistic, musical, or similar properties.
which more than 10% in value of the out-At Risk, later.
standing stock is owned directly or indi-
rectly by or for the trust or by or for theAmounts borrowed.  You are at risk forSeparation of Activities  grantor of the trust,amounts borrowed to use in the activity if you

Each film or video tape, item of leased section are personally liable for repayment. You are 7) The grantor and fiduciary, or the fiduciary1245 equipment, farm, holding of real prop- also at risk if the amounts borrowed are se- and beneficiary, of any trust,erty, oil and gas property, or geothermal prop- cured by property other than property used in
erty is generally treated as a separate activ- 8) A corporation and a partnership if thethe activity. In this case, the amount consid-
ity. same persons own over 10% in value ofered at risk is the net fair market value of your

the outstanding stock of the corporationinterest in the pledged property. The net fair
and more than 10% of the capital interestLeasing by a partnership or S corporation. market value of property is its fair market value

For a partnership or S corporation, all leasing (determined on the date the property is or the profits interest in the partnership,
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9) Two S corporations if the same persons that is at risk are treated as a deduction for the Example 1.  In livestock feeding opera-
own more than 10% in value of the out- activity in the following year. Consequently, if tions, some commercial feedlots offer to reim-
standing stock of each corporation, your amount at risk increases in later years, burse investors against any loss sustained on

you may deduct previously suspended losses sales of the fed livestock above a stated dollar10) An S corporation and a regular corpora-
to the extent that the increases in your amount amount per head. Under such ‘‘stop loss’’ or-tion if the same persons own more than
at risk exceed your losses in later years. How- ders, the investor is at risk only for the portion10% in value of the outstanding stock of
ever, your deduction of suspended losses may of the investor’s capital for which the investoreach corporation,
be limited by the passive loss rules. is not entitled to a reimbursement.

11) A partnership and a person who owns di-
Example 2.  You are personally liable for arectly or indirectly more than 10% of the

Amounts Not At Risk mortgage, but you separately obtain insurancecapital or profits of the partnership,
to compensate you for any payments youYou are not considered at risk for amounts12) Two partnerships if the same persons di-
must actually make because of your personalprotected against loss through nonrecourse fi-rectly or indirectly own more than 10% of
liability. You are considered at risk only to thenancing, guarantees, stop loss agreements, orthe capital or profits of each, and
extent of the uninsured portion of the personalother similar arrangements.

13) Two persons who are engaged in busi- liability to which you are exposed. You can in-
ness under common control. clude in the amount you have at risk theNonrecourse financing.  You generally are

amount of any premium which you paid fromnot considered at risk for amounts protected
To determine the direct or indirect owner- your personal assets for the insurance. How-against loss through nonrecourse financing.

ship of the outstanding stock of a corporation, ever, if you obtain casualty insurance or insur-Nonrecourse financing is financing for which
apply the following rules. ance protecting yourself against tort liability, ityou are not personally liable. However, this

does not affect the amount you are otherwise1) Stock owned directly or indirectly by or for does not apply to qualified nonrecourse fi-
considered to have at risk.a corporation, partnership, estate, or trust nancing secured by real property used in the

is considered owned proportionately by or holding of real property.
for its shareholders, partners, or Qualified nonrecourse financing is financ- Reductions ofbeneficiaries. ing for which no one is personally liable for re-

payment and is: Amounts At Risk  2) Stock owned directly or indirectly by or for
an individual’s family is considered owned 1) Borrowed by you in connection with the It is possible for you to place an amount at risk
by the individual. The family of an individ- activity of holding real property, in an activity, deduct losses from the activity
ual includes only brothers and sisters until the at-risk amount is reduced to zero, and2) Secured by real property used in the(both whole- and half-blood), a spouse, then, in a later tax year, withdraw the amountsactivity,ancestors, and lineal descendants. initially placed in the activity. This withdrawal

3) Not convertible from a debt obligation to3) Any stock in a corporation owned by an (which could be by direct distributions to you,
an ownership interest, andindividual (other than by applying rule (2)) by converting a recourse debt to a nonre-

is considered owned directly or indirectly course debt, or by initiating a stop loss agree-4) Loaned or guaranteed by any federal,
by the individual’s partner. ment) would reduce your at-risk amount tostate, or local government, or borrowed

less than zero.4) When applying rules (1), (2), or (3), stock by you from a qualified person.
considered owned by a person under rule
(1) is treated as actually owned by that General rule.  If the amount you have at risk inA qualified person actively and regularly
person. However, when applying rules (2) any activity at the end of any tax year is lessengages in the business of lending money.
or (3), stock considered owned by an indi- than zero, you must add (recapture) that nega-The most common example is a bank.
vidual under those rules is not again tive at-risk amount (but not more than the re-A qualified person is not:
treated as owned by that individual to capture limit, discussed next) to your gross

1) A person related to you. However, a per-consider another the owner of that stock. income for that tax year as income from that
son related to you may be a qualified per-

at-risk activity. The amount you include in your
son if the nonrecourse financing is com-Effect of government price support pro- gross income is treated as a deduction alloca-mercially reasonable and on the samegrams.  To apply the at-risk rules to farming ble to that at-risk activity in the next tax year.terms as loans involving unrelatedoperations, a government target price pro- Recapture limit.  The amount you includepersons.gram (such as provided by the Agriculture and in your gross income cannot be more than the

Consumer Protection Act of 1973) or other 2) A person from which the taxpayer ac- total amount of losses deducted in prior tax
government price support programs for a quired the property or a person related to years beginning after 1978 for that at-risk ac-
product that you grow does not, without agree- such a person. tivity, reduced by any amounts you previously
ments limiting your costs, reduce the amount included in gross income for that activity under3) A person who receives a fee due to youryou have at risk. this recapture rule.investment in the real property or a per-

son related to that person.Effect of increasing amounts at risk in sub-
Transitional rule.  If the amount for which yousequent years.  To apply the at-risk limits, any
were at risk in an activity at the end of your lastOther loss limiting arrangements.  Yourloss that is allowable in a particular year
tax year that began before 1979 was less thancapital, including any equity capital you havereduces your at-risk investment (but not below
zero, you apply the preceding rule for the re-contributed, is not at risk in the activity if youzero) as of the beginning of the next tax year
capture of losses by using the actual negativeare protected against economic loss by anand in all succeeding tax years for that activity.

agreement or arrangement for compensation amount instead of zero. For example, if yourIf you have a loss that is more than your at-risk
or reimbursement. For example, you are not at at-risk amount for your tax year ending De-amount, the loss disallowed will not be al-
risk if you will be reimbursed for part or all oflowed in later years unless you increase your cember 31, 1978, was minus $50, you would
any loss because of a binding agreement be-at-risk amount. Losses that are suspended be- recapture losses only when your at-risk
tween yourself and another person.cause they are greater than your investment amount went below minus $50.
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